To the editor,

With some concern, we have read recent recommendations for altering radiation treatment techniques and procedures during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) crisis. These include "avoiding use of gated breath hold techniques which require extensive therapist's effort" or "optimal use of faster orthogonal KV imaging in preference to daily CBCT" \[[@CR1]\]. These measures are proposed in order to avoid treatment errors that may be caused by staff members due to a general tendency to minimize patient contact and protective clothes such as face masks, leading to fogged eyeglasses, inconvenience of wearing them, and decreased focus of attention \[[@CR1]\]. A related problem arises from the fact that patients wearing masks are prone to being confused with another patient, increasing the potential for delivering the wrong treatment plan and causing great harm.

We here question the general requirement for patients and staff having to wear masks without being symptomatic. The reason is that we could not find solid evidence for the efficacy of masks against respiratory virus infection. Meta-analyses and systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials could not establish a protective effect of medical masks or N95 respirators against influenza or other respiratory virus infections \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. While observational studies related to the 2003 SARS-CoV-1 indicated an overall protective effect of medical masks, these studies were prone to bias; furthermore, no protection against SARS-CoV-1 was found for disposable, cotton, or paper masks \[[@CR3]\]. Leung et al. \[[@CR4]\] recently showed that mask wearing significantly reduces the viral load of coronaviruses in aerosols (≤ 5 μm) (p = 0.02), but not respiratory droplets (\> 5 μm) (p = 0.07) in infected symptomatic individuals. However, viral load measured over 30 min was generally small, and 8 of 23 (35%) individuals with coronavirus did not shed any detectable virus in respiratory material at all; the same was true for four individuals with coronavirus who did not cough during the experiment. Thus, translated to COVID-19, face masks may protect others from infection if the wearer has clear symptoms of respiratory disease, but evidence for self-protection through masks in addition to hygiene standards such as hand washing and distance keeping is absent or weak, in particular when masks do not fulfill medical standards or are used accordingly. Mechanistically, with 60--140 nm \[[@CR5]\], the SARS-CoV-2 virus would be able to penetrate even medical masks to a significant degree \[[@CR6]\]. We, therefore, think that the potential danger of confusing patients outweighs the putative benefits of wearing a mask for asymptomatic patients. Although there exist some forms of (semi-)automatic patient identification tools which tie treatment parameters to, for example, anatomic specifics (iris, palmar venous pattern, etc.) or some non-anatomic pattern (bar code), few departments use these routinely and even these can only be part of a complete solution. Also, face masks may cover otherwise obvious pathologic clinical symptoms such as anemia, weight loss/Cushing's symptomatic etc.

Thus, even in critical times, evidence-based medicine, radiation safety, and our quite subtle and sensitive medical awareness should not be forgotten. We strongly caution against a general decree of mask wearing in radiation oncology clinics.
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